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Stacy Casile scores 24 points in UCF 's ~74 win over Georgia St-p. 12 
Future 
Govemment shutdown Artist captures plight of homeless 
affects UCF students 
by JEFF BRIGHAM 
Contrbuting writer 
The government shutdown 
may have led to Central Florida 
students missing classes this semes-
ter. 
UCF students sponsored by a 
state agency had to skip this Spring 
semester or apply for emergency 
loans to remain in school due to a 
federal regulation which prohibits 
reimbursement pf funds after a par-
tial government shutdown. 
In December, the Department 
of Vocational Rehabilitation sent 
letters of intent to UCF saying that 
more than 50 students were being 
sponsored by the agency for the 
Spring term. The students in the past 
could use the letters as fee waivers 
to register for class and buy books. 
The agency sometimes pays for 
parking permits and transportation 
expenses. 
However, on Jan. 3, Voe Re-
hab notified the school that they 
could not honor the letters of intent. 
At the same time, the agency warned · 
students they would not be reim-
bursed for tuition or any other ex-
penses incurred during the govern-
ment shutdown. 
In some areas around the state, 
scholarship money was available to 
subsidize the affected students. At 
community colleges, financial aid 
counselors were able to reassure 
students in vocational training 
courses that the fee could be waived. 
But at UCF, because of state 
mandated fee dates, an already de-
pleted scholarship fund, and the in-
ability to waive fees for academic 
degree courses, the university found 
they could not subsidize students' 
tuition. 
Louise Friderici, Director of 
StudentDisability Services, was one 
of the university staff who met with 
Vocational Rehabilitation and tried 
to find a solution. 
"There were questions about 
payment after the meeting," 
Frederici said. "At this point it 
doesn't seem possible under Voe 
Rehab rules." 
Beth Hamilton, a student 
sponsored by Vocational Rehabili-
tation, has a 17-year-old daughter in 
high school; she receives welfare 
payments. 
Hamilton, a former legal sec-
retary who has a muscle disease, 
wants to become a social science 
teacher. This semester, she will not 
be paid for the $200 she spent for 
books, the tuition she deferred 
through student loans or transporta-
tion to and from Deland. 
She says that she feels fortu-
nate, because the four other books 
she needs are not available right 
see SHUTDOWN, page 2 
By JEFF DETHUIN 
Staff writer 
Hollace Melanie Figueira 
began taking photographs of home-
less ~op le in 1978 shortly after the 
death of her father, a prominent 
New York jeweler. 
''My father said, if you got 
something, you have to give back," 
Figueira said. ''I do this out of re~ 
spect for my father and myself." 
Now, almost 20 years later, 
she is still tackling what she sees as 
a comp le~ and frightening problem. 
"I want people to understand 
that homelessness is not just a guy 
pushing a cart down the block," 
Figueira said. ''Many people are one 
paycheckawayfromthis. Youdon't 
have to be out on the street to be 
poor." 
The artist has also learned 
that there are many reasons people 
are homeless. Some cannot handle 
life in society, while others are sim-
ply down on their luck. 
Figueira began taking pictures 
of the homeless in New York City 
as she traveled her way from the 
suburbs to the City. In 1981, she 
moved to Miami and brought her 
passion for taking pictures with her. 
''Palm Beach was especially 
hard to get into because people there 
didn't want to admit there was 
homelessness in their community," 
the artist remembers. Now, living 
see ARTIST, page 2 
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11te Elephant Man is currently in production. 
photo/FIGUEIRA 
One of Figueira's photos that currently hangs in the library. 
SOphie's Choice author, 
Styron, to speak at Arena 
by JUDYTH BAKER 
Contributing writer 
WiJJiam Styron, a literary gi-
ant and author of Sophie's Choice, 
will speak at the UCF Arena on 
Wednesday, January 24 at 8 p.m. 
His lecture will concentrate 
on his commemoration of the fifti-
eth anniversary of the liberation of 
Auschwitz. 
According to English Depart-
ment Chair John Schell, Styron said 
he is "writing material about the 
Holocaust and his book, Sophie's 
Choice, specifically for this event." 
Schell 2_aid that the Pulitzer Prize 
winner was expected to create an 
original piece for publication di-
rectly from the writing which he is 
generating for this occasion. 
Schell said Styron "wanted 
to create something new" in the 
open format provided by UCF. 
Styron' s Holocaust-based 
novel, Sophie's Choice, is also a 
well-known movie. 
''It's very good," UCF En-
glish professor, Don Stap, said. 
"But I was really impressed with 
Darkness Visible - a study of 
Styron' sown struggles with clini-
cal depression. I thought it was a 
courageous thing for him to write. 
He got an amazing response from 
that book." 
News 
Opinion 
Classifieds 
Features 
Sports 
Styron gets an amazing re-
sponse from all his books. "He's 
one of the major living authors," 
creative writing professor, Wyatt 
Wyatt, said. "He writes right from 
the heart, and he has a great story to 
tell." 
Wyatt added that The Holo-
caust is perhaps the greatest story of 
our time and Styron is up to the task of 
telling it 
Stap was pleased that Styron 
accepted UCF' s invitation this year. 
"It can take years to bring in 
the writers of the best books of our 
times," Stap said. "Only major fig-
ures in English literature are se-
lected for this series." 
Writers 'such as (Nobel Prize 
Winner)ToniMorrison,JoyceCarol 
Oates, and last year, John Barth 
have spoken at UCF. 
"We may eventually look out-
side this country in our search for 
the finest," Stap said. 
He didn't hesitate when asked 
who was next to speak at UCF. 
"We want Margaret (The 
Handmaid's Tale) Atwood," Stap 
said. 
The speech is free, but one 
can eat a selection of goodies, sit in 
air-conditioned comfort and look 
high-brow during the reception af-
terwards for a mere $5 for students 
and $8 for non-students. 
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Government shutdown may keep some Central Rorida sludenls out of class or put fhem in the poor house 
from SHUTDOWN, page 1 
now. She can try to order them -
possibly next month. Hamilton was 
able to apply for student loans and a 
deferred payment until March, but 
doesn't know if she can repay them. 
She says she is determined to stay in 
school because "Living on welfare, 
a person just can't make it. I need to 
get back to work." 
''I'm angry about the situa-
tion," Hamilton said. "It doesn't 
make sense." 
Hamilton's problem is 
caused by federal Vocational Re-
habili ta ti on regulation 
361.44.CFR. This regulation, ac-
cording to Linda Parnell, chief of 
the bureau of client services for 
the VR Departmen.t, prohibits the 
state from paying for services in-
curred during the period of shut-
down. 
''During the shutdown, each 
district in Florida had to make 
decisions about the limited funds al-
located to them," said Parnell. ''It was 
unfortunate to have it occ~ the first 
week of school, but we cannot pay 
retroactively for services. We are pre-
vented [from paying] by Federal 
Regulations." 
"Our mission is to return dis-
abled people to full employment," 
said Parnell "Not having the budget at 
our disposal has taken us from our 
mission." 
Vocational Rehabilitation As-
UNIVERSITY OF CE1''TllAL FLORIDA 
CONSULTANTS FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
PRESENTS ••• 
Di'X~XOff ~ Di'X~XOff ~ 
A 30URffEY THROUGN LEADER~NJ:P. 
TEAM BUXLDXffG-
XNTERACTJVE .,IDEO G~ALLENGE 
£"PAHD \'OU~ MX'HD!! 
TAkt Tflt DtGX~XOH~ DtGX~XOH~ GflALLtHG£ 
DEPARWRE TIW: noAM FEFOARY IOTH 1<1% 
·LUNCH PROVIDED· 
FREE FOR ALL U'F SWDENTS 
~5 FOR ALL NON-SlUDENTS 
R.ESERVE YotRSPACE NOW! 
~LL: <623-b471 C.' ~I 
DOff'T F'ORG£T ~OUR BRAXff.... C.&.+ 
YOU CAN FINISH IN FOUR YEARS! 
.AT 
FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM 
• Fully accredited by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools 
• Specifically tailored for working 
college students 
• Convenient evening and week-
end classes 
• Seven-week terms/competitive 
tuition rates 
Offering B.S. - Business Administration Degrees in: 
•Accounting • 5th Year CPA Courses 
• Computer Information Science 
• Finance • Human Resources Management 
•Production Management 
• Marketing Management 
CALL TODAY AT: 855-1302 
Next Term Begins February 29 
FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO I 8578AVENUE c. I ORLANDO, FL 32827 I 855-1302 
Send more information 
about Florida Southern Col-
lege-Orlando Program to: 
Address: _____ _ 
City:-------
State/Zip: -----
sociate Director, Randy Touchton, 
said the temporary spending resolu-
tion allowed V oc Rehab to operate 
after Jan. 16, but only for a short 
time. 
'The agency can not spend 
money it does not have,'' Touchton 
said. "At the time of registration, we 
didn't have access to 80/20 funds." 
(80percentFederal 20percentState-
matched funds.)." 
"We still don't know if we are 
going to have a budget after January 
27,"headded. "How can weofferto 
guarantee funds when we don't 
know what our funding will be?" 
Rep. Dave Weldon (R), a 
Central RoridaFreshman Congress-
man, said: "It was not my intent nor 
the intent of Congress not to reim-
burse vocational students in finan-
cial assistance programs for educa-
tional expenses incurred during the 
government shutdown. I intend to 
contact the state office and deter-
mine why students cannot be paid 
retroactively for their tuition, books 
and other expenses. There is no rea-
son for their educational opportuni-
ties to be impeded by the partial 
government shutdown." 
Black Faculty and Staff Assembly 
to host state BFSA convention 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH 
Staff writer 
The Black Faculty and Staff 
Assembly steering committee 
scored one of their biggest coups 
to date when they were selected to 
host the state BFSA convention 
April 12 and 13. Keynote speak-
ers under consideration for the 
event are: 
tention and graduation of black 
students.'~ 
The BFSA held a leader-
ship bre~kfast in the fall, where 
faculty members were put in touch 
with black students. The BFSA 
members work closely with the 
Africar: American Student Union 
and are co-sponsoring the Wel-
come ~ack Celebration on Jan. 
29. ' 
Hall is extremely interested 
•Rep. K weisi Mfume, who in the retention issue, since recent 
recen.tl y left his congressional seat data from a report issued by U CF 
to become the president and chief Student Services showed an attri-
executive officer of the NAACP tion rate of 50% after three years 
•Dr. Ronald Walters, chair at UCF for African Am~rican stu-
of the Howard lJniversity politi- dents. 
cal science department, who The BFSA also expressed a 
·worked with the Rev. Jesse L. desire to act as a liaison between 
Jackson, Sr. on his presidential UCF and the black communities 
campaign. 
"The BFSA has exciting 
plans for this academic year," A. 
J. Range, directorofMinority Stu-
dent Services said. 
Under the leadership of Dr. 
Greg Hall, instructor of political 
science, the BFSA supports ambi-
tious plans to reach their objec-
tives for this year. . 
The main objectives con-
cern assisting the university to 
achieve its diverse goals. The 
BFSA plans to meet with Presi-
dent Hitt and Provost Whitehouse 
in February to discuss faculty and 
staff concerns regarding promo-
tion, retention and tenure. 
Another BFSA objective is 
to "create a more responsive and 
receptive atmosphere at UCF, 
thereby increasing enrollment, re-
of Central Florida. Range was 
named chairman of the Marketing 
and Retention Implementation 
Committee for the Division of 
Enrollment and -Academic Ser-
vices. 
The BFSA is planning a film 
festival on Feb. 24 at the Callahan 
Center to showcase a video made 
by some Orlando inner city 
middle-schoolers. John Singleton, 
who directed Boys in the Hood, is 
scheduled to attend, along with 
the studen~s who made the film 
and an expected crowd of several 
hundred. 
In add.ition to Hall and 
Range, the other members of the 
BFSA steering committee include: 
Montague Watkins, Phyllis 
Ledbetter, Inez Ford, Delaine 
Priest and Ceasar Ross . 
. _(1.,t)~A-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
~~ _  · l Until Robots replace Humans ~~ ... your plasma will always be needed 
4t-=;;..- -- · DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA '°U DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluid for bums, 
surgery, or 
treatment of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening diseases 
"We will compensate )OU for your time when giving the gift of lie" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL 
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Speaking of Student Government 
By MELISSA LAWRENCE 
SGA Public Relations ~ 
HEY UCF!!! What's new 
with Florida's best student body? 
I Hope that all your classes are 
going well so far and that you are 
settling in. If you are looking for 
stress relievers or something to 
do to break up the .monotony of 
your class schedule, check out 
what is going on in SGA! 
Wednesday, January 24 
is the fit.:st activities fair on the 
green from 11 .- a.m. to 2 p.m. 
There will be several clubs and 
organizations on hand to answer 
questions and recruit you to join. 
This is a great way to become 
involved on campus. Of co~rse, 
your SGA will be out there too. 
Stop by between classes and get 
lots of information on what stu-
dent involvement has to offer! 
REMEMBER that Presi-
dential Elections are fast ap-
proaching. If you are interested 
in running for this position , you 
can pick up a petition starting 
Monday, January 22 at 9 a.m. 
in the SGA offices, SC RM155. 
We need you to be our fearless 
leader! from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Everyone is 
You are probably wonder- invited to meet Dean Katherine 
. ing what to do now that football Siedel, who will be on hand to talk 
season is over. Here is a sugges- with her students. It promises to 
tion: How about going out and be a grand fiesta! 
supporting Men's and Women's There is new infonnation 
Basketball?!? The next home concerning the Health Services 
game for both teams is Thursday, Fee. Please take the time to learn 
January 25 at the UCF Arena. about all of the benefits of this fee. 
The Women's match-up will be- There are so many services of-
gin at 5:15 p.m. and the Men's feredbytheHealthCenterthatare 
will be at 7 :30 p.m. Come out and funded by the money that students 
show your UCF Spirit. pay. 
Also, keep in mind that How do you feel about pay-
baseball season is right around the ing this fee with your tuition? Do 
corner. The first baseball game is you use any services that are of-
Friday, February 2 at 1 p.m. in fered? SGA wants to know! There 
Knight territory. The baseball field will be a referendum cencerning 
is located behind the Wayne this fee on the 1996 student body 
Densch Building near the tennis presidential ballot. This makes it 
courts ON CAMPUS! Everyone imperative that students become 
come out and support all :(JcF educated on this subject because 
athletic teams. the outcome of this vote will af-
If you had the privilege of feet all ofus. We need you to show 
attending last semester's Breakout your support by voting! 
with the Dean programs in Busi- On one last note, we en-
ness and Engineering, mark your courage EVERYONE to run for 
calendars for the next event! Fi- Student~odyPresident. There are 
esta with the Dean is for the Col- so many new issues arisingevery-
lege of Arts and Sciences and will day and your ideas will make a 
take place in the Visual Arts build- difference! Come pick up a peti-. 
ing on Wednesday, January 31 tion next week! 
Photographer depicts hard life of homeless in exhibit at UCF 
from HOMELESS, page 1 
in Orlando, Figueira believes that 
the growing homeless problem is 
a problem that people would rather 
not think about. Money is hard to 
come by. For example, after ap-
plying to 178 agencies and foun-
dations for $4,000 to help offset 
the cost of printing and framing 
her photographs, she has received 
no money at all. 
Figueira' s work is a collec-
tion with a social conscience. The 
exhibit contains 85 photos as weff 
as six poems that describe her 
feelings and the conditions that 
her homeless subjects lived in. 
The pictures outline the 
homeless under the skylines of 
Orlando, South Florida and places 
farther away such as New York 
City. 
The collection also shows 
\"' that homelessness is not limited to 
just one race, sex, gender or age, 
but that it reaches into every level 
of society. 
In one of Figueira' s most 
stunning pictures a family eats 
their lunch on paper plates in a 
Hollywood park. However, this 
may be one -case where a picture 
isn't worth a thousand words. The 
father was an Eastern Airlines em-
ployee who lost his job . nine 
months before the picture was 
taken. 
Another picture shows a row 
of clapboard shacks that ran along 
Miami's Bayfront Park. The 
shacks were bulldozed and burned 
by a city commissioner in 1993, 
as a way to get the people into 
better housing. The' city residents 
felt however, that the real reason 
for the demolition was that the 
Miami Grand Prix was coming 
up. 
Figueira is also quick to 
point out "there is nothing typical 
about the people and that people 
become homeless for as many rea-
sons as there are homeless people." 
Figueira works through the 
criticisms and problems in an at-
tempt to help. She .collects food, 
blankets and money at most of her 
exhibits and gives as much as she 
can out of her own pocket. In a 
recent example Figueira took 
teddy bears from her own collec-
tion to the children of Anthony 
House in Zellwood. 
She is currently looking for 
a publishing house with a social 
conscious to print her photographs 
in book form. 
Figueira believes that one 
of her greatest jobs is to educate 
people about the homeless. 
"The only way to change 
things is to educate people. A lot 
of people just don't know about 
homelessness," she says. 
Figueira-ors work wi11 be on 
display through January 31st at 
the University of Central Florida. 
The work is located in the library 
in the second floor lobby. 
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ARTURO 
SANDOVAL 
and the U_CF Jazz Lab Band 
in Concert 
Friday, February 2, 1996 
Visual Arts B11ildi11g. UCF 
Spm 
Don' t mis' ,\nuro S;mdcwal--the great 
CuhJn JJ1.z T rumpct Performer 
in concen with our own CCF Jazz Lab Band! 
Spon. ored by WUCF-H1 89.9 
For info call 823-3689 
THIS IS A FREE CONCERT! ! 
BUDDY DeFRANCO 
starring in the sixth annual 
UCF CLARINET DAY 
Saturday, February 3, 1996 
Visual Arts B11ildi11g, UCF 
faents run l-5JOpm. plus an 8pm Concert 
Featming: Pcrfonnanccs! 
Clinics' 
Clarinet Choir Reading Se,sion! 
Concert with Buddy DeFr.inco 
and the UCF Faculty Ja1.z Trio! 
Sponsored in part by WUCF-FM 89.9 
For clinic info call 823-5116 
8 pm Concert suggested donation $10.00 
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Does your club or 
organization have 
something going on? 
FAX it to us at 823-9495 ,-· 
attn. CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
LSAT• 
Fre, 
r1,," 
MAT GRE•MCAT 
If you took t e test today, how would you score? 
Come find out. 
Take a 2 v 2- or 3-hour test, 
proctored like the real thing. 
Receive co puter atialysis of your 
· est-taking strengths and weaknesses. 
Get strategl from Kf.tplan teachers 
that will help you ace the real exam. 
ss out on this cost-free, risk-free opportunity. 
~00-KAP-TEST to reserve your seat today! 
FEBRUARY 3 & 4 
FEBRUARY 24 & 25 
KAPLAN 
282-0505 
$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza . 
w/ valid student ID 
Located across from U.C.F. 
in the UC7 Shopping Center 
We Deliver! 
25¢ Wings 
Monday - Friday 11 - 5 
All Day and Night Saturday 
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· (ONCE YOU'VE HAD CALCULUS.) 
Forget the code~ Dial "O" to call collect. 
@BELLSOUTH. 
It's All Here:"' 
The Central Florida Future Classified January 23, 1996 
Club Info 
BUTOKUKAN CLUB Karate, 
Aikido, Self Defense.Meets Mon. 
& Thu nites, Multipurpose room in 
Education Building, COED. 
Beginners classes now forming 
info: 382-9747 or 282-5578 
Accounting, Math, or Science 
Major 8 hrs per week to do books 
for small business. Can pick 
JAMAICA Spring Break From 
$299 Mia ea, free info (800) 873-
4423 Reggae.JAM 
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 Tech Support - Part time. Flexible 
hours. Must have extensive 
experience in PCIHW/SW, DOS 
and Windows based systems; 
software applications: 
working hours to fit your schedule . .,___ _________ _ Other 
Word perfect 5. l , WP 6.0 for 
Windows, Excel, MS Access. 
Will be trained to work on 
computer $5 per hour to start . 
365-3648 
Netware experience a plus. College student needed to drive 
ExceJlent Communication skills kids to school in s.w. Orlando. 
required. Send resume to HR Call: 299-0647 
Beautiful lady's diamond marquis 
engagement ring and wedding 
band set $699 823-8988 
Baily's special limited program for 
students and residents. Call Walter 
297-8400. 
486 33 MHz Computer Multime- 1--------------t 
Attn: Golden Key members 
meeting: Wed, Jan 24 6:00 pm 
Locations: Student Center RM 214 
Get involved- become an officer 
Director, PO Box 3068, Orlando, 1---------------1 
dia, printer included preloaded, 
licensed software including 
Windows, Word, Excel. Prefect 
for student $1200 Call 382-3789 
Discount Spring Break '96 
Colorado, Cancun, and Jamaica 
Sun & Ski Travel 800-SUN-
0686 
Roommates 
Roommate wanted for 2/br 2/ba, 
washer/dryer, 1 112 mi. to UCF, 
available now! $299/mo. + 
utilities. Females only ,please. Call 
{or leave message w/ name& 
number) 678-6277 
UCF area, N/S roommate wanted 
2br/2ba, w/d fenced yard. $300/mo 
+ 112 utilities Call 282-3574 
Roommate to share Winter Park/ 
Univ-Prof. F to share w/f, 3b/2 1/2 
b, twn. hm, w/d $350 + util/dep 
678-7881 
Free room & board for responsible 
"big sister" in exchange for after-
noon evening, & every other 
weekend companion for 10 yr. old. 
Light housekeeping & cooking, 
reliable car req. Carol 359-5836 
32801. VALET PARKING POSI-
Make Some Serious 
Money Part-Time! 
Make Super Profits on the Informa-
tion the Superhighway even if you 
don't own a computer 
Free 24 page report! 
Call 407- 262-3800 24hrs. 
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 
per week assembling products at 
home. No experience. INFO 1-
504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307 
NEED A RIDE!!! 
from Collegiate Village Inn to 
College Park area aprox. 4:30 PM 
weekdays gas money $$ Call Bill 
at 843-5901or620-9906 
4-5 days/25 hrs. week/flexible 
hours. Altamonte Springs 
location. Some heavy lifting. 
TIONS AVAILABLE 
must have clean driving record 
great personality & customer 
service oriented Call Guest 
services management 481-0513 or 
222-9475 Must be 21 and up 
A 
GREAT PLACE 
TO WORK IN 1996, 
Sprint/United Telephone a leader 
in the telecommunications 
industry, is now staffing for the 
new year its TELECENTER 
located in Research Park, 
adjacent to the UCF campus. Part 
time to full positions available. 
We are looking for highly 
motivated candidates with 
excellent verbal skills and 
computer literacy. 
SPRINT offers: 
*Paid fortune 500 sales training 
*Flexible work schedules 
Must have a clean driving record 
and knowledge of area. Call Jeff 
Greenwald@ 331-4404 
*$7/hr, plus bonus , 
Desktop Publisher - Macintosh only *Opportunity for regular employ-
- Pagemaker, Persuation, Photoshop ment 
etc. small publishing co. in Orlando *Professional work environment 1--------------------1 $9 .00 per hr - 384-9956 TWO LOCATIONS AV AIL-Roomate Wanted: Female, non-
smokere with no pets. Privats Cruise Ships Hiring- Earn up to 
bedroom and bath. Call ASAP 275- $2,000+/month. World travel. 
7506 
For Rent 
Seasonal & full-time positions. 
No exp necessary. For info. call . 
1-206-971-3550 ext. C54183 
Room for rent near UCF $275/mo. Driver wanted .for visually 
+$250 deposit, w/d. Prefer male, handicapped professor. "As 
non smoking, no pets. 904-788-1850 Needed" basis. Must have a clean 
driving record. Drive my car. Call 
ABLE 
Maitland and 
Research Park, just south of UCF 
For appointment call: 
Sprint Employment 
( 407) 661-0206. 
EOE 
For Sale 
$275 room furnished or $550 
whole house very nice. Call 
282-9894 Please. · 
Bill Quain 679'-3247 Yamaha FZR 600 5k miles great 
i-------------1 condition garage kept lots of extras 
Sherwood Forest 1 med occ. 3/2 2/2 
dmv prop 657-1067 1 800 929-4403 
bdr townhome, (407) 783-3762 eve 
Apartment for rent, Large two 
bedroom two bath, lake view, $450 
per m'onth, (407) 349-2723 
Help Wanted 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send 
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS 
66051 · 
EVENT STAFF 
Immediate Openings: 
Hard working, Dependable, 
Personal, Individuals needed for 
part-time employment. Flexible 
hours. No experience necessary. 
Applications avail. at the UCF 
Arena. Rm 201. 823-3070 
Wanted: 10 people who want to 
lose weight and make money. To 
test market new weight loss 
product: Call 380-2549 
Dragon Court Rest. needs waiter/ 
waitress/hostess 10:30-3:30 shift. 
359-1888 
very sharp askin_g 4500 Call 380-
5907 
White Dresser (formica) with a 
really big mirror for sale. 
Best offer. 
Call Sam at 384-6647 
Polk Audio Loudspeakers, 
exce11ent bass, $200. 12" 
subwoofers with crossover 
$125 obo Call Andre 277-7579 
Assum, no qual, low dwn, 515 
P&I, 2ba, 2ba Townhome w/lrg. 
fenced yd, 1989, 60 K, (407) 783-
3762 eve. 
Classified Advertising Form 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - -1 
I Pt;:;; ;;~~:·k om· n\::;~~::lmring: Ca r Ptm/ Greek Cnmer l'rrJnnnls I 
I =f·or Sulc = St•n·u·c:.r = Autos = Club bif" - Ui.t/ & A11md I 
I _Sing/rs _T111nrs Rm1111111111r.< _ I/rip \\im1t•d _Orfler I 
I _Co.</t _Clrrck t\111011111 $ I 
I I would li ke the ad tn run the fo llow mi; date,. (Tltr F11111rr puhlt,hc. Tues. and 1l1urs. I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - dunni; the Fall and Sprin!! Scmc,tcr>. Deadline: 4 days pnor) I 
I _________________________ ~ _ _ _ _ RATES: SI pe r line for UCFstutlcnts. fornlty. s taffanu alumni. SJ per li n~ fo r aJI ,,thh s I 
I Ead1 character ma stnni; of Boldfocc nr Capital letters count '" 2 ch.iractcrs. PREPAY· I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .\IF.NT ONl.Y. 1\0 REFUNDS. Mail fnnn anti ;»)' lllCnt to l l 1r Central Florida f-uturc. I 
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Autos 
83 Celica Gt must see and drive· 
83 Buick Skylark cold air $775 
obo please call 282-9894 
, Services 
International Students. DV-1 
Greencard Program available. 1-
800-660-7167 
ATTENTION ALL STU-
DENTS!!! GRANTS & 
SCHOLARSIIlPS AV AIL-
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN 
PRIVATE FUNDING. 
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 
1 800 AID-2-HELP (1 800 
243-2435) 
Free T-Shirt + $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for 
fraternities , sororities & 
groups.Any campus organization 
can raise up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00NISA 
application.Call 1-800-932-0528 
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a 
FREET-SIDRT 
1980 Datsun 210 for sale. 
Runs great, black, tinted 
windows, good stereo,new 
tires, reliable, AC 
$950 
407-638-3788 
for admission 
to America's First School for 
Professional Actors 
1 2-Year Professional Training Program 
1 California or New York 1 Merit Scholarships, 
FinanciaLAid Available 1 6-Week Summer School 
For information, write or call: 
120 Madison Av., New York, NY 10016 
1-800-4 63-8990 
YEAST INFECTION Research Study 
Opportunity for qualified woman to participate in a nationwide research study 
sponsored by a major pharmaceutical company. 
HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY? 
If y~u are a female 18 years of age and older and have at least one symptom 
(other than discharge) of yeast vaginitis and have not recently begun treatment. 
WHAT ARE THESE BENEFITS? 
Free study related medical care (physical ex.am, pelvic examination & 
laboratory evaluations) and study medicati~n. Payment up to $100.00 
Call For An Immediate Appointment 7 Days a Week 
Orlando CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER 
4401 S: Orange Ave., Ste. 108 
407-240-7878 
STOCKBROKER 
Opportunity for individual to build a career in the 
investment industry. Extensive training provided. 
Send resume to: 
DMG SECURTIES., INC., 
An Affiliate of J.W. Charles Securties, 
Member New York Stock Exchange. 
P.O. Box 4606 
Clearwater, FL 34618 
Member NASD, SIPC 
CO/Y\E 5EE Us AT CAREER FAIR 
_ Th_ e_c .en_tra1_ Fl_a_n_·c1a_ F_uw_ e ______ O __ J2_in __ l_•_O __ ll __________ 1_an_u_ary_ 2_3_,_1_99-6_. 
Traffic & weather reports 
Once again, David has 
dazzled us with his keen ability to 
sort through some of life's little 
mysteries. Maybe, if enough of us 
send him our requests, he can fit it 
into his tight schedule to explain the 
mysterious phenomena of weather 
and traffic reports, because I just 
plain don't get it. 
I was watching a National 
Geo the other night that reminded 
me -that our ·up-to-date Doppler ra-
. dar is sensitive enough to be able to 
detect a swarm of insects. Coupled 
with our billion of dollars worth of 
whether satellites, (yes, I know how 
to spell weather, but these are obvi-
ously whether E ,. ,. '1tes, because we 
paid for them wr. .... ~.er or not they 
help.) and we have the capability to 
forecast weather with unprecedented 
accuracy. Really. 
I think they'd be better off 
using granny's beetle, and just plain 
looking out the window. 
And have you noticed that 
predicting the weather doesn't seem 
nearly as important to the newscast-
ers as labeling it bad? 
Honestly, having endured the 
sweltering sununer oven tempera-
tures, as far as I'm concerned 50° 
weather is a good thing. Oh, but no, 
unless it's 85° out there, it's too cold 
to please the temperature sensibili-
ties of our local weather forecasters. 
I can almost understand the 
difficult- nature of predicting the 
weather, given ofcourse, thatl have 
studied Chaos Theory, which basi-
cally says, "you might be able to see 
the whether now, on those fancy 
radar devises, but how it'll be in two 
hours is highly dependent on how 
many birds are flying eastward, and 
how much traffic is on 1-4, divided 
by the square root of the traffic on 
the East-West." 
Which brings me to the traf-
fic rep0rts. Let me be dead serious 
for a moment,· and ask ANYONE 
who has actually seen an accident at 
the location that the traffic spotters 
tell us- please eMail me to testify. 
I have yet ·to experience that 
privilege. 
This one I just don't under-
stand. They have helicopters, planes, 
mounted cameras, and countless 
individuals armed with cellular 
phones on and above our fine net-
work of dysfunctional road ways, 
and they STILL can't manage to 
r~port an accident where there actu-
ally is one, and report countless 
phantom accidents that do not exist. 
Fire the lot of them, I say. 
'There is an overturned ve-
hicle at the intersection of Aloma 
and 436! This one's going to lake 
hours to clear," I hear, as I tum onto 
436 AT Aloma. No there's. not. 
'There's a fender bender on 
Colonial in front of th~ mall..." No 
there's not. "There's a ... " No! 
There's not! And occasionally I'.m 
stupid enough to avoid an area they 
tell me is backed up, only to hit 
traffic for the accident they didn't 
report. Go figure. 
Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html 
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net . 
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Even Sam Donaldson won't touch 
some news stories 
O Two news, or not 
two news, that is the 
question. Whether. 
'tis nobler ... oops, 
sorry, to news or not 
to news, THAT is the 
question ... 
News nowadays seems to fo-
cus on trivial topics like politics, · 
economics, and crime. Somehow, 
.the blockbuster stories are pushed 
to the backpage of the newspaper or 
only given a quick 10 second blurb 
on a nightly newscast. Being the 
responsible and professional jour-
nalist that I am (I once did an exten-
sive report on roadkill), I think some 
of the forgotten stories from the past 
few months need to be revisited. 
First off, I have, here, defini-
tive proof that the United States of 
America is the greatest country in 
between Canada and Mexico. My 
proof is in the form of an AP story 
that informs us that it is now legal 
for clowns to wander the streets of 
Santa Cruz, California and pump 
coins into parking meters. You're 
thinking, "Wait a minute, it was 
once illegal for clowns to put coins 
in Californian parking meters?" Yes. 
It was also illegal for lounge singers 
to stand near storm drains. 
Santa Cruz: City of Insanity 
The whole question of 
whether or not clowns should be 
allowed to feed coins into parking 
meters began when Mr. Twister, a 
professional clown, not to be con-
fused with an amateur clown, re-
ceived a 13 dollar fine for paying off 
a stranger's about-to-be-expiring 
parking meter. This is something 
Mr. Twisterhasdoneforthepastsix 
years. When he's not performing at 
birthday parties, he's wandering 
around downtown Santa Cruz, 
dressed in his clown outfit, paying 
off other people's parking meters. 
Coincidentally, this was what Tom 
Brokaw did before he got into news-
casting. 
Being familiar with the law 
of the land (clown colleges place a 
great deal of emphasis on local gov-
ernmental procedures), Mr. Twister 
hired a lawyer, who represented his 
client "pro Bozo," and took his 
claims to City Hall, where a vote 
was cast on whether or not to repeal 
the anti meter-feeding ordinance. 
Public support was tremendous. Mr. 
Twister's attorney was quoted-as 
saying, "I had clowns calling 
After the votes were 
tallied, meter-
feecling became as 
legal as eating 
automotive grease. .. 
At least eating 
grease is legal in 
Thailand. 
me ... Some of the best legal mimes 
in the country." However, being 
professional public servants, the City 
Council members were completely 
impartial while listening to the 
issue's pro's and con's, except the 
ones who wore (this is true) large 
red clown noses. After the votes 
were tallied, meter-feeding became 
as legal as eating automotive grease, 
which leads us to a totally unrelated 
topic: 
At least eating grease is legal 
in Thailand; I have.n't checked the 
local ordinances. This was also re-
ported to us by the Associated 
"We're getting really desperate for 
news" Press, which said that a 
Bangkok mechanic, Somsong 
Thanopwattana (pronounced Tim 
Jones), has been eating lube grease 
for five years now. He says 20/50 
grade oil is the tastiest and his bowel 
movements have never been better. 
All is not well, however. Somsong' s 
doctor, whilekeepinggrease'scom-
bustibility in mind, has warned him 
about passing gas near open flames. 
This is good advice for everyone, 
really. 
Lastly, and most remarkable 
in our Obscure News List, a clever 
New-York tax attorney has discov-
ered the perfect income tax loop-
hole. 'The technique is so simple 
and foolproof," he said, "that every-
one should be able to cut at least 75 
percent out of their taxes." He's not 
keeping the method secret, either. 
The way the tax loophole works is 
you take your net income before 
taxes and add in your. .. 
Due to legally binding con-
tracts, The Central Florida Future 
must IWW cut from this column so 
that we may bring you the opening 
kickoff of the Jacksonville Jaguars 
football game: 
Announcer Ter_ry Brad-
shaw: Good afternoon, . and wel-
come to sunny Jacksonville, Florida, 
where the Jaguars face their tough-
est opponent to date. Jacksonville's 
offense has been struggling as of 
late, and ... 
Due to a number of reader 
complaints, we return you to the 
regular column already in progress: 
... and that's all you have to do 
to save a bundle on taxes, plus learn 
to play the piano at the same time! 
Good luck! 
*Hey Look! An Interactive 
Columnist! Some electrons are far 
too lethargic. E-mail me at 
david.swartz@outdoor.com and 
give them something to do. 
l 
; 
If a tree falls in a forest and no 
one is there to see it, would it make 
a sound? This bit of philosophy 
; questions whether reality and per-
ception are the same. It is my opin-
ion that reality is a consequence of 
God's perception, and human per-
ception a consequence of reality. 
A person can change their 
environment only within the limits 
of reality, and these limits are the 
physical laws that govern the inter-
actions between m¥s and energy. 
A person may perceive that some-
thing in their environment should 
be changed, and then change it, but 
,} this action, motivated by perception 
changes reality only within the lim-
itsofreaJity. It is my beliefthatGod 
called the universe into existence 
when reality consisted of God alone. 
This belief comes from taking God 
at his word, and from the Holy Spirit 
that gives the faith needed to accept 
his word as truth. Faith is as much a 
gift of God as is salvation that comes 
by faith. God has declared that he is 
the beginning and the end, hence the 
belief that God is the beginning and 
the end of reality. 
A tree that falls in a forest will 
make a sound whether or not some-
( one is there to observe it, because 
God's natural Jaw dictates that the · 
kinetic energy of the tree will cause 
vibrations when the tree comes in 
contact with the ground, and any-
~ng else in the way. We perceive 
these vibrations as sound. 
The human mind would not 
be capable of functioning in an en-
vironment where perception is real-
ity without boundaries, because our 
minds are not equipped to deal with 
the infinite. We can make a 
conceptualization ofinfinity, but not 
deal with it in our own experience 
because our minds are inherently 
1 finite. I speculate that if a human . 
were given God's perception, that 
human would lose all concept _of 
themself and any meaning in their 
existence that ties them to the world 
around them. 
It is my opinion that the finite 
nature of the human mind, and our 
perception as a consequence ofreal-
ity is why we cannot determine a 
meaning to life. Our minds can as-
Ha human were 
given God's 
perception, that 
human would lose 
all concept of 
themself. 
sign a meaning to life, but this is 
always subject to God's reality. I 
feel that the search for meaning 
begins with an individual's effort to 
affirm their own self concept with 
the experience of humanity. Dis-
couragement comes when that indi-
vidual finds that the meaning that 
other people assign to their own 
lives, assuming they do · so, is not 
consistent with all of humanity. 
Thus, the affirmation of that 
individual's assigned life meaning 
is not found. 
A meaning to life common to 
all humanity is now sought after to 
give a credible basis for that 
individual's self concept. In short, 
an individual starts with an assump-
tion of what life means, seeks to 
verify that assumption, fails, and 
then seeks a new assumption. 
It is my opinion that a mean-
ing of life common to all humanity 
does not exist as an invention of 
Why did the chicken cro~ the road? (The End.) 
Jack Nicholson: 'Cause it ( cen-
sored) wanted to. That's the (cen-
sored) reason. 
J. Danforth Quayle: Ite sawe ae 
potatoee. 
Ronald Reagan: Well, I forget. 
William Shakespeare: Idon'tknow 
why, but methinks I could rattle off 
a hundred-line soliloquy without 
much ado. 
Sisyphus: Was it pushing a rock, 
too? 
Socrates: To pick up some hem-
lock at the corner druggist. 
The Sphinx: You tell me. 
Mr. T:Ifyousawmecoming,you'd 
cross the road too! 
humans, first because we are all 
individuals with our own mind and 
spirit, and second because our real-
ity has boundaries. The one who 
sets the boundaries of reality is the 
one that assigns a meaning to life. 
God is the one unifying intellect in 
the universe because every other 
mind is subject to life's experiences 
within God's boundaries. The imagi-
nary boundaries that we set for our-
selves never lead to a true meaning 
to life unless that meaning agrees 
with God's. 
God declares that he is un-
changeable. Could it be that having 
absolute control of the boundaries 
of reality, and being the beginning 
of reality defines God absolutely? I 
think so, because the more power 
. that someone has, the more respon-
sibility there is to be consistent. 
God has absolute power, 
therefore, he also has absolute re-
. sponsibility to be consistent; hence 
. unchangeable. For God to change 
he would have to deny his very 
existence, and since denial is per-
ception, and God's perception is 
reality, this would be tantamount to 
God destroying himself. Perhaps 
suicide is the one thing that God is 
not able to do. 
Before you the reader give 
credibility to my speculations, please 
research them yourself in God's 
word! It is my opinion that si>ecula-
tion is a good thing because it helps 
one to explore the meaning of the 
messages that that person is ex- . 
posed to, however it is also danger-
ous, in that it can lead to self-deceit. 
It is my opinion that only prayer and 
experience provide the wisdom to 
know the differenc~. 
Margaret Thatcher: There was 
no alternative. 
Mark Twain: The news of its 
crossing has been greatly exag-
gerated. 
George Washington: Actually, 
it crossed the Delaware with me 
. back in 1776~ But most history 
books don't reveal that I bunked 
with a birdie during the duration. 
Mae·w est: I invited it to come up 
ap.d see me sometime. 
Walt Whitman: To cluck the 
song of itself. 
Do you want idiots like1 these writing YOUR Opinion Column? 
Hey, it could happen! So get off your duff and write a letter or column, 
pronto! Send it to Pat Fox at either of these addresses: 
PatFox@eWorld.com or PatFox0590@aol.com or the regular way at 
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 
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What if they made a demon-
stration and nobody came. That was 
the question facing professionals 
who run the Jewish agencies that 
make their home on Maitland Av-
was right to let them know, with 
voices raised, that they are a scourge 
that is not welcome. 
enue when they received word that "Never again" is the cry of 
the Klan planned a demonstration the Jewish world, to never again let 
outside their front a holocaust hap-
doors. The counter pen anywhere be-
On Septem- cause blinders are 
ber28th, 1995, the demonsbators worn. There's 
Chief of the Were winners, but another cry this 
Maitland Police community will 
Department noti- SO, Unfortunately, hear. Next time. 
fled the agency Next time you 
heads that a flyer were the Klan, who won't get word 
had been inter- I cUy what firstfromashock 
cepted at a Klan go exa jockey' you' 11 
rally in Jackson- they wanted mosL hear it from us, 
ville that purport- though our posi-
edly came from the Holocaust Me- tion may very well be the same: 
morialResourceandEducationCen- · don't give the hate-mongers what 
ter. It called for a massive counter they want. The counter demonstra-
demonstration against the Klan's tors were winners with their righ-
rally. In fact, the flyer had been teous message, their unity, and their 
written and distributed by the Klan strength of purpose, but so, unfortu-
to create just that~ a rally to increase nately, were the Klan, who got ex-
publicity and notoriety. Based on actly what they wanted most, on 
intelligence reports from local and their terms, at a place and time of 
national law enforcement agencies; -- their choosing. 
as well as national Jewish organiza- Two years ago in Central 
tions, community leaders were Florida, Skinheads pulled a permit 
strongly encouraged to deny the and demonstrated when the Anne 
Klan the benefits of being Frank exhibit opened up. No one 
center-stage-acknowledgment, rec- was notified, no one paid them any 
ognition, and media coverage. For mind, they left in 45 minutes, and 
PRofanykindencouragedtheKlan their message died. I applaud the 
to continue their heinous activities, counter demonstrators .. and I ap-
and the intent, above all else, was to plaud the intent of the Jewish Iead-
take that spotlight away. ershipofCentralFlorida.Both were 
As the Central Florida com- right, and both intended the same 
munity knows, what happened was end result: an end to bigotry and 
exactly the opposite. A talk radio hatred, however it can best be 
station with seemingly good inten- achieved. 
tions turned the concept of a counter David Bornstein, Co-Chair 
protest into a cause celeb. What Jewish Community Relations 
began as an effort to keep attention Committee 
from focusing on the Klan became Editor's comment: My 
instead, a wave of multi-culturai apologies to Mr. Bornstein for the 
human rights activism that galva- circumstance that delayed publish-
nized the community. ing this letter. 
People have commented that Mr. Bornstein makes a good 
the Jewish leaders who were in- point concerning the attention 
volved in the ~ecision to maintain a counterdemonstration gives the 
lid on the affair (and I was one) hid Klan. On the other hand, my fear in 
our heads in the sand like ostriches, taking this position is that we would 
and ended up in a back room when have to trust the Media to hold the 
we should have been· on the front same position. I, personally would 
lines. Our intent was sound, but we not be willing. to take that risk. 
could have done better. Two truths Given the nature of the Klan 
existed on the Saturday the Klan to invite media coverage, it would 
marched in Maitland. It was right be far too easy to get the cameras 
not to give the KKK what they out; and as for me, I don't want the 
wanted, but once word got out, it Klan to even look un-opposed. 
o You will get to see actual photos of 
actual writers, given of course, we don't 
break the camera. Now you don't .really 
want to see these fugly mugs in the 
adjoining box do you? No, I didn't think 
so. Write something, quick, avoid the 
visual assault. 
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and 
articles. Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed 
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or, 
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.co~. 
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THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Angel's instrument 
5 Gaffe 
10 Strikebreaker 
14 Author James 
15 Domicile 
16Volume 
17 Transgressions 
18 Pick up an option 
19QEDword 
20Clayware 
22 Purpilish red 
~4 Night before a 
holiday 
25 Word of mouth 
26 Machine worker 
30 Envisioned 
34Minecar 
37Mistake 
38 Excavate 
39Yendors 
41 Bullfight cheer 
42Foe 
44 Milan money 
45 Italian city 
46Buyback 
48 Tidy state 
50Window. 
adornment 
52Perched 
53 Deadlock 
56Bravery 
60 Bituminous 
61 Western 
mountain range 
63 A Fitzgerald 
64Hence 
65 Call forth 
66 Lab substance 
67 Chain of rocks 
68 &tarry again 
69 Little boys 
DOWN 
1 Lock section 
2 Money exchange 
premium 
3 Tenant's 
expense 
4 Irritates 
5 Hair accessory 
6 Follow orders 
7 Negative prefix 
8 Watery swelling 
9 Something 
offered for 
service 
10 Pittsburgh player 
11 Trite humor 
12 Amo, amas, 
13 Kind of ray 
21 Actress 
LeGallienne 
23 Skirt features 
25 Candy 
26 More ancient 
27 American patriot, 
Thomas 
28Hemmed 
29 Spoken . 
31 Came up 
32 Sheds feathers 
33 Elder and alder 
36 Only 
39 Color changers 
40Thought 
43-Honor 
45Beg 
47Expert 
49 Greek letter 
51 Irritate 
53 Cake decorator 
54 Additional 
55 Attendant 
56Fuel 
57 Marine growth 
58 Happy 
59 Jug handles 
62 Pull 
TheAnSwers 
·rm ac.ared . • 
-·Jeff' Hunt 
secDntfs /Jelbre jumpin9 
out of' a plane 
.... 
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'Elephant a very 
by LAURA BUNDY 
Theater critic 
The Elephant Man does not have the 
"feel-good" appeal of a beloved musical. 
Audience members do not tap feet and 
heads in time to their favorite number. A 
tragic historical drama, for many, does not 
sound like the most entertaining way to 
spend a Friday evening. Even regular the-
ater-goers may feel the urge to pass on this 
play, believing that their heart-strings would 
be shamelessly tugged by the melodrama 
of this true tale. 
They would be wrong. An intimate, 
sincer~, creatively staged play, The El-
ephant Man is currently in production with . 
the Civic Theatres' Mainstage Series. 
While the story of John Merrick, the 
deformed Englishman who came to be 
known as the Elephant Man, could have 
been told in a maudlin tear-jerker, The 
Elephant Man is not such a play. Neither 
the sensitive script by Bernard Pomerance 
nor the play's direction by Alan Bruun 
strive to seduce audience members into a 
state of pity orover-wroughtemotion. From 
its viewers, this generally dignified pro-
duction seeks personal understanding, 
rather than the falsely noble sense of char-
ity flaunted by so many of its characters. 
Tracing the last year of Merrkk's 
life, The Elephant Man begins with the 
arrival of Dr. Frederick Treves (Bobbie 
Bell) to London Hospital, and his discov-
ery of Merrick (Jay T. Becker) in a side-
show freak act. Originally interested in 
Merrick for purely scientific reasons, Treves 
is urged to rescue him from his miserable 
life, .and consequently offers Merrick asy-
lum in the hospital. In a one-room apart-
ment, Merrick is driven toward "normal-
ity," by Dr. Treves, emerges as an intellec-
tual aesthete, and enters the most exclusive 
circles of London society. Ultimately, he 
comes to realize that Victorian society will 
never allow him to live, and love, as he 
desires.-
Becker is outstanding as Merrick. 
His technical skill allows him to suggest 
powerfully Merrick's physical deformity 
with posture and speech, rather than special 
effects. His voice, with swallowing gurgles 
like sobs, succeeds in branding him an 
outsider. Yet Becker packs a surprising 
amount of charm and likeability into his 
character, primarily by using that same 
device, speech. It is the contrast between 
Merrick's impediments and insight, brought 
beautifully to life by Becker, that makes 
him the most human character in the show. 
Bell's Treves walks a difficult line 
between the professional and the personal, 
and the actor handles the dichotomy with 
varied success. Early in the show, Bell 
brings a wonderful mix of scientific fasci-
nation and medical detachment to his lec-
ture on Merrick's disorder. He is equally 
strong in the naive and condescending 
manner in which Treves deals with Merrick. 
Treves is a creature of civilization, in-
structing Merrick to repeat, "If I abide by 
the rules, I will be happy." It is a very 
polished guard that Treves maintains, and 
Bell has shined it to a high gloss. . 
When that guard comes down, how-
ever, Treves and Bell both struggle. Excel-
lent as "Treves, the doctor," Bell has less 
credibility as "Treves, the caring man." 
Perhaps because Treves never behaves with 
genuine compassion, Bell ~oesn't seem to 
know what to do with his words of false 
compassion. In his final speech about his 
concern for other patients, Treves wrestles 
photo/ Mclane 
Kelly Kinsella (Mrs. Kendall) and Jay Becker (Merrick) star in The J.:lephant Man. 
with emotions that Bell somehow can't 
make real. 
The supporting cast effectively drives 
the play's subtle tragedy, not that Merrick 
is deformed, but that no one, despite ap- . 
pearances to the contrary, can really get 
past that fact. Noteworthy are Lou Tally as 
the sturdy practical head of the hospital, 
Comm, and Kelly Kinsella as the deli-
ciously dramatic Victorian actress, Mrs. 
Kendal. 
The revolving set that is Merrick's 
room further underscores his state. The set 
strikes a wonderful balance, dignified like 
a church, barred like a cell. In an odd touch, 
people stroll or dance behind it in slow-
motion, to suggest the passage of time or 
perhaps the world. unattainable to Merrick 
in his single room. The room spins as it 
becomes the dissecting board for the 
doctor's character in a particularly well-
staged scene. 
In fact, the entire production is well-
staged. Generally, a director's touch as 
apparent as Bruun's in Elephant Man is 
distracting. However, such is not the case 
here. Bruun seems to have softened the 
.play's potential.to beover-emotion_al, with-
out dulling its power. The best example of 
this is his vision of Treves' s lecture on 
Merrick's disorder. As Bell speaks from 
the front of the stage, actual photographs of 
Merrick flash above, and we watch Becker 
slowly assume the pain and posture that 
transform him into the Elephant Man. The 
direction of the scene does not forget real-
ity, or romanticize Merrick's predicament, 
but invites empathy rather than sympathy. 
The Elephant Man could be labeled 
any number of compllmentary dramatic 
terms, but the most accurate are "personal," 
"real" and "worthwhile." The drama plays 
through February 11 at the Civic Theatre; 
call 896-7365 for tickets. 
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Ater leading the Suns to 
one of the winningest tenures in the 
franchise's history, Paul Westphal 
was dismissed last Tuesday as the 
Phoenix head coach. 
The struggling Suns have 
floundered this year due to a tre-
mendous amount of injuries. Charles 
Barkley, Kevin Johnson, and Danny 
Manning, three of the hypest play-
ers on the team, if not the entire 
league are on the shelf, and Phoenix 
and Westphal have felt the brunt of 
it. 
Fwe game skid 
~ screeches to a halt 
against Panthers 
' 
' 
from BASKETBALL, page 12 
64--61 on a driving lay up with 
more than five minutes to play. 
That's when both tearris went 
cold, as neither squad scored for 
more than three minutes until Harry 
Kennedy's free throws cut the Bear 
lead to one, and his jumper tied the 
game with 1:15remaining,endinga 
spell of almost four minutes without 
a field goal. Neither team did any-
thing offensively until Green 
knocked down the game winner. 
The irony of it is that Mercer 
didn't want the ball in Green's hands, 
as they called back to back time-
outs to try to orchestrate a play for 
Elliott. However, Elliott was hand-
cuffed by Tony Marlow, who was 
brought in as a defensive replace-
ment. Marlow succeeded in not let-:-
ting Elliott get his hands on the ball, 
but by default Green got his hands 
on it and nailed the gatne winner. He 
finished with 26, with 20 of those 
points coming in the second half. 
The ~ghts next game will 
be at home this Thursday against 
FAU. 
~ 
, ~BECOME 
AN AIR FORCE 
orncER. 
Put your college 
degree to work in 
the Air Force 
Officer Training 
School and receive: 
• great starting pay 
• medical and den-
tal care 
• 30 days vacation 
with pay per year 
• management 
opportunities 
See if you qualify. 
Call 
AlRFORct: 
TOLLFRfi:E 
1-800-423-l'S,\F 
Cotton Fitzsimmons now 
takes the reigns of the struggling 
Suns, who will have to fight and 
scratch just to get into the playoffs. 
The funny thing is that on the 
day Westphal was fired a front page 
article addressing the Suns woes 
appeared in USA Today. The article 
wentontosaythatnodrasticchanges 
will be made_ for now. Yeah, right. 
Talkaboutill-timedjownalism. The 
whole thing made owner Jerry 
Colangelo. look like the complete 
unloyal liar that he is. Why should · 
T H 
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· he care anyway, the multi-million 
dollar man has tons of other suc-
cessful endeavors_ so he' LI just turn 
the other cheek and receive praise 
. for bringing baseball and hockey to 
Arizona. 
His basketball team can die in 
obscurity. Colangelo's credibility 
was severely hurt last week and that 
will not go over well with the man 
who rially runs things in Phoenix 
- Sir Charles Barkley. Though he 
denied countless times that Barkley 
was going anywhere in both his 
press conference and the USA To-
day article, who's to believe him. 
He proved how fickle he was by 
firing a guy who he said was staying 
put. Then he has the audacity to 
insinuate that it's other owners and 
GM's who lieand say they're going 
after Charles Barkley because it's in 
their best interest to get the fans 
once again excited about the team. 
Some nerve! 
I' II go out on a limb right now 
and say that New York's Dave 
Checketts and Ernie Granfield, 
people with true basketball ·sense, 
will land Sir Charles in the Big 
Apple before the February trade 
deadline, proving how stupid and 
E M u s 
dishonest Jerry Colangelo truly is. 
I feel bad that George 
Steinbrenner let Buck Showalter go 
as the Yankees manager, because a 
quality guy like Showalter is going 
to be stuck with a moron like 
Colangelo in Diamondback land,. 
and they don't start play 'til 1998. I 
sure hope Showalter gets to manage . 
the team before Colangelo dispenses 
with him for some ridiculous rea-
son, like he did Westphal, but that's 
another sport, another story. 
Getting back to my little sce-
nario, say Charles Barkley lands 
with the Knicks. Charles Oakley, 
the heart and soul of New York 
would go west, alo_ng with Derek 
Harper or Hubert Davis, .or most 
likely John Starks. Thinkofthepos- · 
sibilities; you got Chuck, the perfect 
guy, who will get nothing but love 
in New York. Trust me, I was born 
. and raised in NYC. He won '.t put up 
with anything less than winning, 
andwon'tputupwithanythingfrom 
the New York media. Typical New 
Yorker. He'll blow up larger than 
the World Trade Center bombing. 
The Garden will become the place 
to be. To Hell with Radio City and 
Carnegie Hall. 
The beauty of it is he's never 
c 
A NEW MUSICAL 
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY PETE TOWNSHEND 
BOOK BY PETE TOWNSHEND & DES McANUFF 
SPONSORED BY: <[h~LJ~O~:A 
by Oldsmobile 
won a championship. Neither has 
Patrick Ewing. Think of the desire 
they'll throw into the mix. Think of 
how sweet it would be for both of 
them to get their rings together. Tal-
ent + heart + desire. Combine that 
with the efforts of Anthony Mason, a 
Queens native who wants to repre-
sent, charismatic coach Don Nelson's 
savvy schemes, and any guards the 
Suns don't take and you have the 
recipe for a championship. Not Chi-
cago and their 70 win quest, not the 
Magic and their let's start a dynasty _ 
''Why not us? Why not now?" gar-
bage, not Indiana's trash talkers-no 
one will stand in the Knicks way. 
Imagine a New York/Hous-
ton finals. Hakeem and Clyde look-
ing for one more while Pat and 
Charles hope to savor their first. 
Robert Horry and Mason, taking 
each other to the hole, dunkin' in 
each other's face. Kenny Smith and 
Sam Cassell bombing from down-
town as Harper and Davis watch 
helplessly, and vice versa. Rudy T 
and Nellie pacing the sidelines. The 
Knicks and the Rockers: It's hap-
pened before, but never quite like 
this. New York all the way, and I'm 
not Jerry Colangelo, so you could 
go ahead and take that to the bank. 
January 23-28 • Ca1T Performing Arts Centre 
ORLANDO 
BR~AY 
Presented bv 
Florida Theatrical A'lsociation 
Tickets at Broadway Series Box Office, Orlando Centroplex and all ~~ 
locations. Groups of 20 or more call: 407-423-9999. 
To charge: (407) 839-3900 
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Upon Further Review-
The ratings were not too 
favorable for last year's AFC Su-
per Bowl representative, the San 
Diego Chargers. A fifth-seeded 
team in this year's Super Bowl 
might have left the advertisers 
vacant as well. · 
The Indianapolis Colts, 
upon further review, were inches 
awayfromTempe,AZ.But,credit 
the official who made what 
seemed to be an impossible call 
through the obstructed view of 
bodies falling everywhere deep in 
the back corner of the end zone. 
Jim Harbaugh's last second des-
peration hail Mary to anybody in 
a white uniform, resulted in a 
bunch of 220 pound men who 
seemed like they were. playing 
"Ring around the Rosie" - and 
they all fell down! 
For a few seconds, Ii terally, 
the entire Pittsburgh stadium saw 
their "3 M<:>re Yards" cry almost 
turn into next years slogan, "3 
More Inches." But fate was in the 
Steelers hands all day. Just a few 
minutes (in football time) before 
that, O'Donnel fired a pass to 
Kordell Stewart for the go-ahead 
and winning score. 
Instantreplayfinally proved 
to be a plus, showing that Stewart 
stepped out of the back of the end 
zone before catching the Tri pass, 
a "no-no" in the NFL rule book. 
Had the men in the fancy black 
and white stripes seen that fault, 
Indy would go to the Super Bowl. 
But, even before 
Pittsburgh's final TD, during the 
same drive, a Colts linebacker 
stepped in front of an O'Donnel 
pass, delaying the Steelers reser-
vations to the 30th Super Bowl. 
But, yet again, fate slappe.d the 
ball loose, giving Pittsburgh, and 
I mean literally giving them the 
AFC Champtonship. 
Yes, Jndianapoliti \:ou!.:1 
have been the Northv.! ::~t.crn of 
fue N'.fL, but nke the 'X.i!drats, 
they fell short or the:ir <1,;;~1ny. 
You can sense a big 
"Wheeewww" now that the more 
favorable Dallas-Pittsburgh 
match-up is set. Can you imagine 
the travesty?: Colts-Cowboys. 
Has a slight ring to it, but that's 
about all. 
Regardless of who repre-
sents the AFC, Pitt or Indy, Dallas 
has their number. The Cowboys 
aren't ripping teams apart, but 
they'reexperienced. Oh, and they 
also have the all-time leading 
passer in completion percentage 
in NFL playoff history. 
Dallas over Pitt by 17. 
Knights 20-point victory 
ties biggest TAAC win 
by TONY MEJIA 
Staff writer 
Former Wake Forest transfer 
Stacey Castle put on a clinic Satur-
day afternoon, while bringing 
UCF's losing streak to a halt. 
Castle's all-around perfor-
mance, 24 points and 12 assists, 
lead the Golden Knights (4-12, 2-4 
in T AAC) to a 94-7 4 win on the road 
over T AAC rival Georgia State. 
Castle's 14-for-14 at the charity 
stripe was indicative of UCF's hot 
night shooting the rock. 
The Knights shot 58.5 per-
cent, while holding the Panthers to 
just 27-of-62 from the field. All 10 
UCF players got on the board, with 
guards Eric Riggs and Harry 
Kennedy chipping in 16 points a 
piece. 
Before that big win however, 
the scene was familiar. UCF lost 
their fourth straight home game 
when Ledon Green nailed a 16 foot 
jumper with 3.4 seconds remaining 
to topple the Knights 67-65. 
UCF generated a 35-28 half-
time lead, as Brad Tice and Howard 
Porter dominated the interior, com-
bining for 20 points on 10-of-13 
·shooting. Tice, who finished with a 
career high 17, was the guy to go 
early, as he continually backed down 
the Mercer big men and knocked 
down hook shots over them. The 
Bears stayed in the game behind 
Tampa native Reggie Elliott, who 
tallied 9 in the half, including a rim 
rattling dunk to finish a fast break. 
The second half was a differ-
ent story for the Knights, who shot 
30.8 percent on 8-of-26 shooting. 
The half started innocently enough, 
. as both teams traded jumpers and 
treys on their first two possessions. 
Gree11 then added another three to 
cut the lead to six, before UCF went 
on a 6-1 tun to grab their largest lead 
of the game at 50-39 with 14 min-
utes remaining. 
Things went poorly after that, 
as the Bears forced UCF's offense 
to become stagnant. The Knights 
got away from going to their post 
players and began throwing up hur-
ried jump shots, and Elliott got into 
his groove. The shooting guard 
racked up two steals and scored 11 
of the Bears points in an 18-8 run 
that cut the lead to one with eight 
minutes left. 
Ledon Green took over the 
ball game after that, giving Mercer 
a 62-60 lead with a three at 6:40 of 
the second half. He then gave Mer-
cer Its biggest lead of the game at 
see BASKETBALL, page 11 
pllolll/HUllT 
Forward Howard Porter helped snap the Golden Knights 
five-game losing streak with 11 points in just 22 minutes. 
Can Pillsburgh Steelers really win the Super Bowl? 
1 :11•••-1 
It's that time of year again. 
Super Bowl XXX: the biggest re-
ligious event of the year. 
That's right, religion. Step 
back and look 
for a second. 
It's on a Sun-
day, it has a 
congregation, 
there's usu-
all.y kneeling 
in prayer, 
ther::.':, gener-
a!l y a Cll11ec-
c ion, anci 
someon~ in 
the floe~~ al-
w a y-s " ant, 
someone else 
crucified. 
So, the 
Danas Deions 
-oops, Cow-
boys - have _ 
returned to the Big Show yet again. 
With the Pittsburgh Steelers re-
turning for the first time since 
XVIVEIEIO (or whatever is the 
roman numeral for 14), it brings 
back a good 'ol rivalry from the 
70's. Terry Bradshaw, Lynn 
Swann, and Mean Joe Greene. 
Roger Staubach, Drew Pearson 
and Too Tall Jones. 
The difference is that Pitts-
burgh generally won those old 
match-ups. As soon as the 'Boys 
finished whippin' Green Bay, 
Danny Sheridan came out with 
the first spread on the game: Cow-
boys by 12. 
At the time this was written, 
it grew to 13. Thirteen freakin' 
points! That's 
almost two 
touchdowns! 
My betting 
advice: 
T A K E 
TH 0 SE 
POINTS! 
That's . of 
COllfSC, if you 
d' dn ' ! lose 
your shirl be-
cause of the 
Colts, and 
have some-
thing left over 
to bet. 
What 
probably hap-
pened is that 
the boys in Vegas looked at how 
the Cowboys just rolled through 
the playoffs while Pittsburgh 
squeaked by the Colts, and just 
assumed that the Cowboys are the 
better team. Truthfu11y, they prob-
ably are, but because the Steelers 
don't have an Emmitt Smith or a 
Deion Sanders or a Michael Irvin 
- or any real superstars (other 
than an injured Rod Woodson)-
they are easy to overlook. 
Although they may not be 
as talented across the board, this 
Steelers team reminds me a lot of 
the late 70's. Steelers. A good 
finesse QB (Neil O' Donel!), a 
speedy receiver (Yancey Thigpen) 
a good hands guy (Ernie Mills), a 
couple of bruising linebackers 
(Greg :Lloyd, Kevin Greene) and 
defensive backs with great in-
stincts to know were the ball is 
going (Woodson, Willy Williams, 
· Carnell Lake). 
Their 
current defen-
sive line is no-
where near the 
line pf the old 
Steelers, but 
the offensive 
line is better, 
deeper, and 
beefier. And 
dnn 't forget 
the Slash Fac-
tor (rookie 
QB/RB/WR/ 
P Kordell 
Stewart)! 
I ' v e 
seen Dallas 
play. I know 
they're a ma-
chine. But I'm sick of them; I 
think it's time for a new winner. 
So I'm willing to do anything to 
help Pittsburgh win on Sunday. I 
want to offer head coach Bill 
Cowher some advice (take notes 
Billy). 
The Steelers run a defense 
with three lineman and four line-
backers. The Cowboys run a lot of 
passing routes over the middle to 
wide receivers Irvin and Kevin 
Williams, as well as short passes 
into the flat to Smith and fullback 
Daryl Johnston and tight end Jay 
Novacek. I would drop one inside 
linebacker back into coverage over 
the middle at all times, and blitz 
the other one. This leaves the 
middle less open, clogs the run-
ning lanes for Emmit Smith, and 
provides a good pass rush against 
Troy 'Aikman. 
(While I'm thinking of it, 
let me say 
right now that 
if Aikman 
played on any 
other team in 
any other sys-
tem - no 
Emmitt, no 
Irvin, etc. -
hc!'d be an av-
erage quarter-
back at best.) 
Then, 
to shut down 
the short pass, 
drop the out-
side line-
backer away 
from the tight 
end off into the flat. Now if 
Aikman looks to Johnston in the 
flat, then over the middle to 
Novacek, they're both covered 
well, and one of the wideouts bet-
ter be open or he's toast (Knock 
on wood). 
If everything comes to-
gether, from a flawlessly executed 
game plan to the inspired play of 
a cornered defense, Pittsburgh 
may just have a chance in Hell --
1 mean Tempe, Arizona. 
